“It may be a cliché,
but the main purpose of
my movies is to make
people think…”

Nikolay Khomeriki's first short, Tempête, was made in France after he graduated in
2004 from La Fémis, and in 2005, his second short À Deux received the
Cinefondation Award at Cannes, where, in 2006, his feature debut 977 took part in
the official program. Two years later, his new movie Tale in the Darkness (Skazka
pro temnotu) is being shown as one of the entries in the program Un Certain Regard
at the 62nd Cannes Film Festival.

NIKOLAY KHOMERIKI: “I don't know myself whether my characters love
each other, and this is a question for the audience, each of whom will
probably have his or her own answer. I tried to shoot a film about
something that I don't understand in every detail. There are directors,
such as Lars Von Trier, whose movies give answers to the questions that
they pose, but I, on the other hand, prefer to ask the questions and let the
audience decide for themselves. I find this more interesting, as the
answers are always worse than the questions, and because the word
spoken always becomes a lie."

Angelina, the main character of his movie Tale in the Darkness, lives in a large port
city in the Far East of Russia and works as a police inspector dealing with minors.
One day, with the characteristic cruelty of children, one of her charges calls her a
lonely old fool. Not everyone would take this insult from an unruly teenager to heart,
but she decides to do something to change her monotonous and colorless life.

NIKOLAY KHOMERIKI:
"I wanted to make a film about a
woman, and I tried to look at the world
through the eyes of a woman; it wasn't
essential that my heroine should be in
the police force.
We looked at a whole range of
possibilities, from nursery attendants to
stewardesses, but she absolutely had
to have a job that involved dealing with
people.
As a police inspector working with
minors, she would have to deal with
both her adult colleagues and the
children, and such a setup struck me as
interesting, which is why I chose that
profession.
On the one hand, the movie is
about her, and on the other hand, the
reality that surrounds her and which
permeates her, as she tries to fight it. I
hope that we can empathize with her in
this struggle.”

The milieu in which the main character lives is utterly brutal. The people have
gloomy, tired faces, make obscene jokes and say cruel things … and yet, at the
same time, they cherish an unrealizable and burning desire to love and to be loved,
while their surroundings are as harsh as anywhere you could find in contemporary
Russia.

NIKOLAY KHOMERIKI: "Life is pleasant only in central Moscow, like
right here, in this café.
If we were to drive a few miles away, then it seems to me that life
would appear to be just like the way I portray it in the movie.
I have lived in various towns and I have seen a lot. The entire dialog
in the movie is not fabricated but is taken from real life. The masses live
an unpleasant life, but I see it for what it is, in no way utter despair. It is
authentic and often shows greater simplicity and sincerity. My characters'
problem is their lack of any mutual understanding, which I believe is the
key to a happy relationship between a man and a woman. They are
capable of loving each other but speak completely different languages.
She says 'I love you' and he asks her 'Aren't you getting me any beer?' It
is not that he treats her badly; it's just that they don't understand each
other. The movie is about the barriers between people and the sort of
confusion inside us that stops love from coming into being.
This applies not just to love but also to any relationship. Our heroine
is unable to find anyone who speaks the same language, and so she has
no girlfriends; she tries to meet up with her former classmates or joke with
her colleagues, but it always falls completely flat. So, at some point she
says to herself ‘Damn it. I'll be like everybody else', and she puts on a
skirt and goes off to the island with the gangsters."

The actress Alisa Khazanova
plays the lead role in the
movie
and
has
also
appeared in three of the
director's earlier works.
Shooting took place in
Vladivostok and lasted for
thirty-two days and, as the
start of the shooting session
coincided with the onset of
the financial crisis in Russia,
the
budget
was
cut
substantially while the project
was still being realized, with
the result that the team had
to shoot three different
scenes every day.

NIKOLAY KHOMERIKI:
"When I arrived in Vladivostok, I realized that it was there that I wanted to
shoot. I was looking for a city which would combine mountains, the ocean
and people hurrying about their business.
I once dreamed that the entire action would take place in a port city
with mountains and the ocean ... On the other hand, Vladivostok is a city
of contrasts, where everything gets thrown together as in a kaleidoscope:
a criminal underworld and wonderfully friendly and open people;
monstrous poverty and a thirst for knowledge. I didn't want to make the
city seem too brutal and gloomy and, had this been the case, I could have
used Murmansk, to name but one example. Vladivostok can be extremely
lively and varied, and it was this that attracted me.”

The conclusion of Tale in the Darkness can in no way be termed a happy ending,
and some people will find it sad, while others may think it optimistic and even funny.
One person will call the movie sincere and bright, while another will see an
impenetrable darkness. Using his own characteristic language of half-tones and
understatement, the director has demonstrated his ability to turn the screen into a
magic mirror that reflects our own complexes, fears and dreams.

NIKOLAY KHOMERIKI: "Darkness … darkness obviously symbolizes
something negative or doomed. Many of those who will see the movie
may decide that it has a bad ending, while others will take a different
view.
In my movies, nothing is straightforward; it's neither good nor bad.
For me, the ending is neither positive nor negative but circular, like the
seasons. In life, everything goes round and round in a circle, and we have
no real way of knowing what will happen to us tomorrow, and neither do
the characters in my movie.
It may be a cliché, but the main purpose of my movies is to make
people think. Me myself got involved into moviemaking as I saw some
films that stimulated my thought processes. I began to wonder about how
I lived, studied, behaved towards women, or drank my tea . . . I think that
it's important for people to begin to think and to argue with themselves.
We all have our own internal dialog, which is more usually a monolog. We
need cinema, to challenge this dialog one more time and give it some
kind of direction.”
Interview by Masha Gavrilova

Angelina lives in a big city on the sea cost, where handsome men
and beautiful women are strolling the streets with only one purpose: to
have fun, flirt and love. But Angelina, being pretty, intelligent, and nice,
finds herself lonely.
She is police officer and her job is helping abandoned kids, orphans,
and troubled youngsters. One day one of her charges, a little boy,
explains Angelina how lonely, dull and useless she is. Those words have
been bothering her ever since, and she decides to change herself..
Angelina starts her way through the darkness…
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